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LENINGRADSKAIA PRAVDA (1918–1991)
Leningradskia Pravda is perhaps best known for continuously publishing during the Siege of Leningrad (1941–1944), during which time only a single issue did not appear. Read more on page 4.

LOCAL AND INDEPENDENT UKRAINIAN NEWSPAPERS (1989–2001)
The newest community-driven project with the Center for Research Libraries is the Local and Independent Ukrainian Newspapers collection. This community-supported collection presents over 900 titles, offering scholars a regionally diverse archive preserving the first decade of post-Soviet press across Ukraine. The collection includes local newspapers of record from over 340 cities and towns across Ukraine. All told, it features dozens of publications from each of the 25 provincial-level units of Ukraine, including Crimea. The majority of titles are in Ukrainian (about 80%) and in Russian (about 15%), with other languages represented, including Azeri, English, German, Hebrew, Polish, Crimean Tatar, and more. The collection is available as Open Access to scholars at affiliated institutions of the Center for Research Libraries. Read more on page 5.

SOVIET-ERA UKRAINIAN NEWSPAPERS (1900–1939)
This archive offers broad coverage of Ukraine during its history as part of the USSR, providing a complement to East View’s Ukrainian Publications (UDB-UKR) database and the titles in the Local and Independent Ukrainian Newspapers collection, which covers the early post-Soviet years. The collection is available as Open Access to scholars at affiliated institutions of the Center for Research Libraries. Read more on page 6.

Journal Digital Archives

SOVETSKI EKRAN (1925–1998)
Sovetskii Ekran (Soviet Screen) was the most prominent film magazine in Soviet history. A treasure trove of insider insights, production secrets, and cultural impacts, this collection offers a one-of-a-kind experience that will enrich academic studies. Read more on page 8.

ZNAMIA (FROM 1931)
The comprehensive archive of Znamia (Знамя, Banner), an esteemed Soviet/Russian “thick journal” (tolstyi zhurnal) spans over nine decades and serves as a treasure trove of intellectual and artistic contributions. This monthly publication has been a vibrant platform for literature, critical analysis, philosophy, and at times, political commentary. Read more on page 8.

Universal Aggregated Databases

UNIVERSAL DATABASE OF RUSSIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS SOCIAL SCIENCES JOURNALS
This is a comprehensive compilation of over 75 scholarly journals published by university presses and academic institutions across Russia. The range of these institutions spans from the bustling centers of Moscow and St. Petersburg to the diverse regions of Krasnodar, Chita, Cheboksary, Saratov, Penza, Rostov-Don, Novosibirsk, Orel, Penza, and Yekaterinburg. Read more on page 11.

East View Global Census Archive®
This innovative program collects official data and publications issued by the national census authorities of more than 175 countries, from the early 19th century to the present day. Read more on page 18.

Social Movements, Elections, Ephemera

EASTERN EUROPEAN LGBTQ COLLECTIONS
Materials documenting LGBTQ movements in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland, Serbia, and Slovenia. Read more on page 17.

East View Press

PUBLIC PROTECTION OR REPRESSION? RUSSIA’S ANTI-EXTREMISM LAW ENFORCEMENT
In this new book, research by the SOVA Center for Information and Analysis on Russia’s evolving anti-extremism laws presents evidence that, far from safeguarding citizens from hate crimes, this legislation harbors a not-so-hidden agenda: silencing dissent. Read more on page 19.
Digital Archives

East View Global Press Archive®
A groundbreaking program to create the most comprehensive collection of digital news sources from around the world, featuring digital archives of both stand-alone titles and databases aggregating multiple titles from a specific region and time period. GPA is continuously growing and will ultimately include thousands of titles from across the globe in dozens of languages, representing a huge leap forward for Digital Humanities research. Read more: eastview.com/gpa

ARGUMENTY I FAKTY (FROM 1983)
(Аргументы и факты, Arguments and Facts)
This weekly newspaper based in Moscow once had the largest circulation of any periodical in the world. During the Gorbachev era, Argumenty i fakty publicized the policy of glasnost.

BELARUS ANTI-FASCIST RESISTANCE PRESS (1943–1945)
Many publications were printed by underground resistance groups in secret printing press facilities operating in small Belarusian towns in German-occupied territories, while others were distributed by Belarusian partisan detachments operating from remote areas of Belarus.

CHERNOBYL NEWSPAPERS (1979–1990)
Three previously unavailable local newspapers (Трунда Енергетика, Прапор перемоги, and Трунда пратс) published in towns in the exclusion zone and its immediate vicinity offering researchers essential information for the study of the social background of the Chernobyl disaster.

CURRENT DIGEST OF THE RUSSIAN PRESS (FROM 1949)
Going into its 75th year, select content on the most important issues from the most authoritative Soviet and Russian newspapers is translated into English. Consistently published since 1949, it documents post-World War II history, from the Soviet atomic bomb to the collapse of an empire, to the present day. For a current subscription, see page 20.

DEMOKRATYCHNA UKRAINA (1992–2020)
(Демократична Україна, Democratic Ukraine)
After many years of publishing in Russian and renamed in 1991, this newspaper started publishing in Ukrainian and altered its editorial policies to allow and, in fact, encourage a new kind of journalism that valued democratic ideas and ideals.

DONETSK AND LUHANSK NEWSPAPERS (2013–2018)
This database of ten rare newspapers from the self-proclaimed Donetsk and Luhansk republics of Ukraine covers the period of military hostilities between the unrecognized states and the government of Ukraine. Sources primarily in Russian.

ESTONIIA (1992–2009)
(Эстония, Estonia)
This popular Russian-language newspaper, published in Tallinn, was established soon after the Estonian declaration of independence. After experiencing steady growth and financial backing, the newspaper changed its name to Vesti dnia in 2004. The newspaper ceased publication in 2009.

GUDOK (FROM 1918)
(Гудок, Whistle)
Founded in 1917, Gudok began as a small newspaper focused on rail industry news, but grew into a 700,000-circulation daily mixing commentary and satire on culture and politics. Contributors include Ilya Ilf, Mikhail Zoshchenko, Lev Slavin, Sasha Krasny, and other notable authors and journalists.

HOLOS UKRAINY (FROM 1991)
(Голос України, Voice of Ukraine)
The official organ of the Ukrainian parliament, the Verkhovna Rada. The newspaper’s primary focus is the coverage of politics, policy, legislative matters, and economic issues affecting Ukraine.

IMPERIAL RUSSIAN NEWSPAPERS: OPEN ACCESS
An Open Access archive of out-of-copyright newspapers from the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries, up to the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. The core titles are from Moscow and St. Petersburg as well as regional titles from across the vast Russian Empire. This is a GPA CRL Alliance collection, with Open Access sponsored by the Center for Research Libraries.

IZVESTIIA (FROM 1917)
(Известия, News)
During the Soviet era, Izvestia was the official newspaper of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. Izvestia was a popular news source among intellectual and academic circles, especially during the Khrushchev era “thaw” when the paper’s editors advocated de-Stalinization and reform.

KAVKAZ (1846–1918)
(Кавказ, The Caucasus)
The first Russian newspaper published in the Caucasus, Kavkaz published official documents of the Russian Empire, as well as many historical, cultural and archeological writings by prominent public and cultural figures of the local intelligentsia.

KOMMERSANT (FROM 1992)
(Коммерсантъ, The Businessman)
Founded in 1989, this is one of the most influential and important newspapers to have emerged in post-Soviet Russia. Modeled largely after The Wall Street Journal and the Financial Times, Kommersant reported on the new economic situation and the emergence of the new entrepreneurial class.

NEW! LENINGRADSKAIA PRAVDA (1918–1991)
(Ленинградская правда, Leningrad Truth)
The only complete digital archive of Petrogradskaiia Pravda and Leningradskaiia Pravda, the local Saint Petersburg newspapers during the period of the Soviet Union. This title covers pivotal events in Russian and world history from a local perspective, including the Russian Revolution (1917–1923) and WWII (1939 –1945).
LITERATURNAIA GAZETA (FROM 1929) 
(Литературная газета, Literary Newspaper)
The most open among newspapers of the Soviet era, Literaturnaia gazeta remains popular among the intelligentsia in today’s Russia. Spanning decades of Russia’s literary and intellectual life, Literaturnaia gazeta often pushed the limits of censorship in expressing views on society, culture, art, and domestic policies.

NEW! LOCAL AND INDEPENDENT UKRAINIAN NEWSPAPERS (1989–2001)
The collection includes local newspapers of record from over 340 cities and towns across Ukraine. All told, it features dozens of publications from each of the 25 provincial-level units of Ukraine, including Crimea. The majority of titles are in Ukrainian (about 80%) and in Russian (about 15%), with others represented, including Azeri, English, German, Hebrew, Polish, Crimean Tatar, and more. This is a GPA CRL Alliance collection and is available as Open Access to scholars at affiliated institutions of the Center for Research Libraries.

MOSCOW NEWS (1930–2014)
The oldest English-language newspaper in Russia started out as a mouthpiece of the Communist party but later became an influential advocate for social and political change. The pages of Moscow News reflect the shifting ideological, political, social and economic currents that swept through the Soviet Union and Russia in the last century.

(Народна армія, People’s Army) 
This Ukrainian-language publication details the creation, reform, and redevelopment of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.

NARODNA HAZETA (1990–2009) 
(Народна газета, People’s Newspaper) 
This Ukrainian-language publication was pro-independence, anti-communist, and provided detailed coverage of the lead-up to the first democratic elections held in the Ukrainian SSR.

NEDELIA (1960–1999) 
(Неделя, The Week) 
Established in 1960 and originally a Sunday supplement of Izvestiiia, this publication focused on cultural and social news, with some politics, keeping propaganda at a minimum. The “Guests of page 13” regularly featured interviews with popular Soviet celebrities.

NEUES DEUTSCHLAND (FROM 1946) 
(New Germany) 
Established in East Berlin in 1946 at the Cold War’s epicenter, this newspaper chronicled the establishment of the German Democratic Republic, the Berlin Airlift, the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the reunification of Germany, and much more. It continues publishing today as one of Germany’s national dailies.

(Независимость, Independence) 
One of the most popular newspapers in the early years of Ukrainian independence, this Russian-language newspaper covered domestic and international politics, business and economic affairs, and popular culture.

NOWY DZIENNIK (1971–2021) 
(The New Daily) 
The largest independent Polish-language newspaper in the United States serves as a key source of information for the Polish émigré community. Its opinion-forming reporting covers current social, political, sports, cultural, and religious events.

NOVAIA GAZETA (1993–2022) 
(Новая газета, The New Newspaper) 
The digital archive of the popular Moscow newspaper that focuses on investigative reporting, exposing corruption, abuses of power and violation of laws amongst government structures and financial-industrial circles. In 2021, the Editor-in-Chief, Dmitry Muratov, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

NOVOE RUSSKOE SLOVO (1918–2010) 
(Новое русское слово, New Russian Word) 
The premier newspaper of the Russian émigré community in New York and beyond both documented and shaped the Russian immigrant experience in the United States in significant ways.

POLIARNAIA KOCHEGARKA (1941–1991) 
(Полярная кочегарка, Polar Furnace) 
This weekly newspaper was published on the Svalbard archipelago from 1934 to 1991. During the Cold War, the Svalbard (Spitsbergen) Treaty opened up research activities on the archipelago which led to the curious case of citizens of NATO and Warsaw pact countries coexisting peacefully side by side in the Arctic North.

POST-PERESTROIKA NEWSPAPERS (FROM 1984) 
The Post-Perestroika Newspapers collection traces the evolution of post-Soviet Russia, with coverage beginning in the mid 1980s and extending well into the twenty-first century. The newspapers in this collection document the changes taking place in Russia, some with breathtaking speed, all the while embracing innovative journalistic methods and standards that were a far cry from the journalism of the Soviet period. This is a GPA CRL Alliance collection and is available as Open Access to scholars at affiliated institutions of the Center for Research Libraries.

PRAVDA (FROM 1912) 
(Правда, Truth) 
The most widely read and referenced news source from the Soviet era. Researchers can search through the chief chronicle of Russian and Soviet history, from the beginnings of the Russian Revolution through the Cold War, the fall of the Soviet Union, to today.

PRAVDA UKRAINY (1938–2014) 
(Правда Украины, Ukraine Truth) 
The newspaper of record from 1938, Pravda Ukrainy was the Ukrainian Communist Party’s leading print media disseminating the party’s opinions on politics, culture, economics and other issues, until the August coup of 1991. Afterwards, Pravda Ukrainy transitioned into a publication that embraced democratic principles and independent journalism, until it ceased in 2014.

ROSSIIASKAIA GAZETA (FROM 1990) 
(Российская газета, Russian Newspaper) 
Founded in 1990 by the government of the Russian Federation, Rossiiaskaia gazeta is a newspaper of public record based in Moscow, with 13 regional offices, and foreign bureaus, although it does publish commentaries and opinions that differ from official government positions and features interviews with influential Russian politicians, and business and cultural figures.

SLOVO KRYGYZSTANA (FROM 1925) 
(Слово Кыргызстана, Word of Kyrgyzstan) 
A Russian-language newspaper that served as the official party organ of the Central Committee of the Kirghiz SSR throughout its Soviet existence. Since 1991, Slovo Kyrgyzstan is an independent publication covering both national and international affairs, culture, economics, and more.
NEW! SOVIET-ERA UKRAINIAN NEWSPAPERS (1900–1939)
This archive offers broad coverage of Ukraine during its history as part of the USSR, providing a complement to East View’s Ukrainian Publications (UDB-UKR) database and the titles in the Local and Independent Ukrainian Newspapers collection, which covers the early post-Soviet years. This is a GPA CRL Alliance collection and is available as Open Access to scholars at affiliated institutions of the Center for Research Libraries.

SOVETSKAIA KUL’TURA (FROM 1929)
(Советская культура, Soviet Culture)
Kul’tura, as it is known today, is the most important Soviet and Russian publication on culture from 1929 to the present. Previously published under a number of titles, this publication provided a unique perspective on ever-changing attitudes toward arts and culture in Soviet and Russian societies, with reviews of major events in literature, theater, cinematography, and arts.

TRUD (FROM 1930)
(Труд, Labor)
The official newspaper of the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions, this was a very influential newspaper during the Soviet era. Among its regular contributors were such notable poets as Vladimir Mayakovsky and Yevgeny Yevtushenko. The newspaper has survived to the current era and has become a reliable source for news and popular culture reportage.

TURKMENSKAIÁ ISKRA (1943–1995)
(Туркменская искра, The Turkmens Spark)
Founded in 1924 in Ashgabat, Turkmenskaiá iskra was the official party newspaper of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Turkmenistan in Russian. All government, central and local, pronouncements were published in the paper, as well as regular features dedicated to sports, local culture, literature, and the arts.

V NOVOM SVETE (1995–2022)
(В Новом Свете, In the New World)
A newspaper founded in New York City by and for the 4th Wave of immigrants from the Soviet Union. Published striking interviews with contemporary political and cultural leaders of modern Russia, as well as pieces on the life of the Russian community in the United States.

ZA VIL’NU UKRAINU (1990–2006)
(За Вільну Україну, For a Free Ukraine)
A Ukrainian-language newspaper from L’viv founded in 1990 to unite nationalist-patriotic forces and Ukrainian ideals.

ZA VOZVRASHHENIE NA RODINU (1955–1960)
(За возвращение на Родину, Return to the Motherland)
Established in April 1955 in East Berlin by the Soviet Repatriation Committee, this newspaper was principally aimed at Russian emigrants and was an important anti-western propaganda outlet for the USSR.

ZAVTRA (1990–2021)
(Завтра, Tomorrow)
A radical-conservative daily newspaper, bringing together a mix of nationalism, monarchism, and nostalgia for the Soviet era.

Journal Digital Archives

30 DNEI (1925–1941)
(30 дней, 30 Days)
An illustrated Soviet literary journal most famous for the serialized publications of such Soviet literary sensations as I’l’f and Petrov’s The Twelve Chairs and The Golden Calf.

ARCHEOLOGINBASE: OPEN ACCESS
Hosted by East View since February 2020, the ABB website database currently displays data of nearly 430 archives and manuscript repositories of the Russian Federation (with an additional 87 administering agencies).

EKSPORT VOORUZHENII (FROM 1997)
(Экспорт вооружений, Arms Exports)
Published by the Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, this journal is one of the most authoritative and important scholarly publications in Russia covering issues related to the global production and trade of military goods and armaments.

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS (FROM 1972)
This acclaimed journal from the Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute for China and Contemporary Asia (formerly known as the Institute for Far Eastern Studies) presents Russian approaches toward China, Japan, and other emerging powershouses of the Asian/Pacific rim. For a current subscription, see page 20.

ILLUSTRIROVANNAAIA ROSSIIA (1924–1939)
(Иллюстрированная Россия, La Russie Illustrée, Illustrated Russia)
Published in Paris, this was a weekly literary and illustrated magazine with an unrivalled source of literary and cultural tidbits as well as long-form writing and serialized novels.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (FROM 1955)

ISKUSSTVO KINO (FROM 1931)
(Искусство кино, Art of Cinema)
This archive captures the complete run from 1931. A leading journal of Russian cinema critics, Iskusstvo kino publishes reviews of contemporary Russian and foreign movies, articles on the history and theory of Russian and world cinema as well as general essays on Russian culture and arts.

IZVESTIIA ROSSIISKOI AKADEMIИ NAUK.SERIIA LITERATURE I IAZYKA (FROM 1940)
(Известия РАН. Серия литературы и языка, Bulletin of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Literature and Language Series)
This highly regarded academic journal covers linguistics, literary criticism, the history of Russian and foreign literature, literary theory, folklore, and art history.

KINO-FOT (1922–1923)
(Кино-фот, Cinema Photo)
This legendary Russian cinema and photographic art journal is the core of the Gan-Rodchenko-Stepanova collaboration.
(Кино-журнал А.Р.К., Cinema Journal A.R.K.)
Published by the Association of Revolutionary Cinematography, this magazine is where groundbreaking Russian/Soviet directors expounded on their art, reflecting the dynamic era of 1920s Soviet Russia.

KRASNYI ARKHIV (1922–1941)  
(Красный архив, Red Archive)
This important Soviet journal published archival documents from the Central Archive Department, which held the archives for the Tsarist-era Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of the Interior, the Police Department, private archives of former nobility, and more.

KROKODIL (1922–2008)  
(Крокодил, Crocodile)
Although political satire was dangerous during much of the Soviet period, Krokodil was given some license to lampoon political figures and events, as well as the mid-level bureaucrat’s lack of imagination and workers drinking on the job.

LEF (ZHURNAL LEVOGO FRONTA ISKUSSTV) (1923–1925, 1927–1928)  
(ЛЕФ, LEF)
The renowned Russian journal LEF (Left Front of the Arts) contains rare works of avant-garde writers, photographers, critics and designers in the turbulent era of early Soviet art. This archive combines both runs of the journal, LEF and its successor Novyi LEF.

MILITARY THOUGHT (FROM 1990)  
Since 1992, East View has published Military Thought, the English translation of the elite Russian military journal Voennaya Mysl’. A unique source of information on the development of Russian military theory, offering articles on Russian military reform, tactics and strategy of modern combat, and counterterrorist and security operations. For a current subscription, see page 20.

MOSCOW DEFENSE BRIEF (2004–2018)  
Published in English by the Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies in Moscow, this journal served as a reliable source of public information and unbiased analysis on all aspects of Russia’s policy and defense industry activities, including weaponry developments, arms trade and military strategy of Russia.

A publication in multiple languages, this digital archive edition is in English, with a mix of sermons exhorting Islamic piety from notable Central Asian clerics, discussions of regional Islamic history, and the role of Soviet Muslims in the cultural and political life of the USSR.

NASHE SOVREMENNIK (1933–2020)  
(Наш современник, Our Contemporary)
A popular and respected literary journal that has published writers from Russia’s villages and remote provinces, including Fyodor Abramov, Viktor Astafyev, Vasily Belov, and Vasily Shukshin, among others.

NIVA (1870–1918)  
(Нива, Grainfield)
A very popular journal among the middle class in the Russian provinces, the journal contained large colored prints by well-known Russian artists, works of famous Russian authors, as well as articles on science, politics and culture.

OGONEK (ST. PETERSBURG, 1899–1918)  
(Огонёк, Spark)
With original reporting and photography, as well as commentary on popular culture, short stories and serialized novels, Ogonek (St. Petersburg) was founded in 1899, providing cues on Russian society in the early 20th century. Bolshevik revolutionaries closed it down in 1918 for propagating anti-Soviet views.

OGONEK (1923–2020)  
(Огонёк, Spark)
Access over 230,000 articles and 440,000 photographs tracing the profound changes in the Russian cultural and social landscape since 1923. From its origin in the early Soviet era, continuing through the Great Patriotic War, the Cold War, the tumult of perestroika/glansnost and into today, this popular general interest magazine has virtually embodied the tension between conformity and popular sentiment in Russia.

POLIS. POLITICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIA (1971–2021)  
(ПОЛИС. Политические исследования, POLICY. Political Studies)
This prominent peer-reviewed journal publishes academic research and essays on Russian domestic and foreign policy issues from a variety of academic perspectives and disciplines. POLIS is an important scholarly periodical that brings together Russian and foreign experts and researchers.

POLITEKHNIK (1969–2012)  
(Политехник, The Polytechnic Student)
The Harbin Polytechnic Institute was established in 1920 by the Russian émigré community in Harbin, China, one of the most influential centers of Russian life in the East. Designed to prepare engineers and other personnel for the burgeoning railway network, the Institute would become one of the most important educational centers in China and a hub of Russian intellectual and cultural life.

PROBLEMY KITAIA (1929–1935)  
(Проблемы Китая, Issues in Chinese Studies)
Founded in 1929 under the aegis of the Scientific-Research Institute on China, Problemy Kitaia was pre-WWII Soviet Union’s preeminent scholarly journal dedicated to the social-scientific study of China until its closure in 1935.

RUSSKAIA LITERATURA (FROM 1958)  
(Русская литература, Russian Literature)
An authoritative, scholarly journal of literary criticism featuring biographical information and criticism of Russian and Soviet authors in various genres. The journal features numerous research papers, discussion pieces, analytical articles and critical essays concerning classical and modern writers and poets of Russia.
RUSSKII ARKHIV (1863–1917) (Русский архив, Russian Archive)
A publication of archival documents celebrating Russia’s renowned literary and artistic culture, including those devoted to the life and work of Alexander Pushkin, letters by numerous Decembrists, accounts of Peter the Great’s reforms, and more, including valuable materials on the history of social movements (especially Slavophilism), literature, life, and customs of the Russian people.

SEANS (FROM 1990) (Сеанс, Seance)
Housed on the premises of Lenfilm studio, the quarterly journal was conceived as a trade publication reporting on the goings-on of the domestic and foreign film industries, eventually becoming the go-to resource for the modern Russian-speaking cineaste of today.

SLAVIANE (1942–1958) (Славяне, Slavs)
Established by the All-Slavic Committee at the height of the Great Patriotic War to “rally Slavic peoples together in alliance with all freedom-loving peoples to fight against Nazi Germany and its vassals,” the journal became a platform for intellectuals and politicians from Slavic countries.

SOCIAL SCIENCES (FROM 1970)
Social Sciences includes articles from various institutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences on philosophy, history, economics, politics, sociology, law, philology, psychology, ethnography, archaeology, literature and culture. For a current subscription, see page 20.

Sovetskii Ekran, once the largest film publication in the world, offered an unprecedented look into the production secrets and the creative lives of actors and directors—serving as a portal into the magical world of cinema.

An Open Access collection available to researchers globally thanks to the generous support of Monash University Library, with funding from the Ada Booth Benefaction. This is the Soviet Union’s premier scientific public health journal covering issues related to public health, social hygiene, health policy, and health education.

SOVET WOMAN (1945–1991)
Soviet Woman countered anti-Soviet propaganda by introducing Western audiences to the lifestyle of Soviet women, including their role in the post-WWII rebuilding of the Soviet economy, and their achievements in the arts and the sciences. It ceased with the collapse of the USSR in 1991.

STARYE GODY (1907–1916) (Старые годы, The Bygone Years)
This monthly journal published material on art history and architecture, presented private and public collections, covered domestic and international cultural events, and provided information on auctions and private art sales in Russia and abroad.

VESTNIK EVROPY (1802–1830) (Вестник Европы, Herald of Europe)
The first poems of Aleksandr Pushkin were published in 1814. Other talented poets included Zhukovsky, Derzhavin, Vyazemsky, Batyushkov, and more. The Old (pre-revolutionary) Russian was adapted into modern Russian orthography with support from the Institute of Russian Language in Moscow.

VOENNAIA MYSL' (FROM 1918) (Военная Мысль, Military Thought)
Generally regarded as the most authoritative military-theoretical journal in the USSR and subsequently post-Soviet Russia, Военнаia мысль covers reforms in warfare, lessons of past military conflicts, forecasting, information superiority and psychological warfare, and much more.

VOPROSY ISTORII (FROM 1926) (Вопросы истории, Issues of History)
The oldest Soviet and Russian academic history journal, Voprosy istorii has offered scholarly perspectives on events in Russia and the world since 1926. Published by the Russian Academy of Sciences.

VOPROSY LITERATURE (FROM 1957) (Вопросы литературы, Issues of Literature)
Founded in 1957 at the beginning of the era known as the "thaw" in Soviet cultural life, this influential, authoritative Russian journal of literary criticism and literature studies is searchable from the very first issue.

WARSAW PACT JOURNAL (1970–1990) (Информационный сборник Штаба Объединенных вооруженных сил государств-участников Варшавского договора, Information Herald of the Staff of the Unified Armed Forces of the Warsaw Pact Member-States)
Throughout its existence this publication played a major role in coordinating military doctrine, strategy and operational art among the Warsaw Pact members. It was virtually the only publication in which officers from all Pact countries actively contributed analyses.

NEW! ZNAMIA (FROM 1931) (Знамя, Banner)
Throughout its history, Znamia has been a pivotal venue for showcasing the works of preeminent authors such as Anna Akhmatova, Alexander Tvardovsky, Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Konstantin Paustovsky, Yuri Kazakov, and Yuri Trifonov. During perestroika, Znamia evolved into one of Russia’s most widely-read and respected literary journals.
RUSSIAN CENTRAL NEWSPAPERS
Access to more than 80 of the most influential daily and weekly Russian publications on current affairs, including news magazines. Content of current titles often loaded on the same day, with access to archives going back to 1980. Current official sources such as Rossiiskaia gazeta, independent media and opposition publications, and several English-language newspapers such as The Moscow Times are included. Read more: eastview.com/udb-com

RUSSIAN REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS
Access to over 130 newspapers from seven federal districts of the Russian Federation provides valuable, often hard to find news. Coverage includes editions from diverse geographic areas, such as the enclave of Kaliningrad, Vladivostok in the Far East, the northern Caucasus and oil-rich Siberia. Read more: eastview.com/udb-reg

NEWSPAPERS OF THE NORTH CAUCASUS, ABKHAZIA AND SOUTH OSSETIA
Covers 20 newspapers from the North Caucasus, one of the most volatile areas of Russia and the former USSR. The database includes the two disputed breakaway territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Read more: eastview.com/udb-nca

INTERFAX NEWSWIRES
Interfax, a Russian non-governmental news agency, was established in 1989 by former employees of Radio Moskva. Interfax produces over 1,500 stories daily, written by around 1,000 journalists. East View offers five Interfax packages:
• Novosti Interfaksa (The News from Interfax)
• Diplomaticheskaia panorama (Diplomatic Panorama)
• Prezidentskii vestnik (Presidential Bulletin)
• Voennye Novosti (Military Newswire)
• VPK Rossii i eksport oruzhiia (The Military-Industrial Complex of Russia and Arms Exports)
Read more: eastview.com/udb-ifx

RUSSIAN/NIS NEWSWIRES
Access the most authoritative newswires from Russia and the former Soviet Union. This database includes several outstanding sources to follow day-to-day developments in Russia and other countries of the former USSR: from presidential addresses to remarks by Duma opposition leaders, from Foreign Ministry briefings to commentaries by leading economists and other experts. Read more: eastview.com/udb-news

TV RAIN
TV RAIN (ТВ ДОЖДЬ) is Russia’s only independent television channel. Through a partnership between TV RAIN and East View, institutions may access the TV RAIN archive of thousands of TV programs, reports and exclusive interviews through an institution-wide site license via IP-authentication. The TV RAIN Archive Database allows researchers to:
• Browse through TV Rain videotaped programming back to 2010
• Search the archive by Keyword and Date
• Read program transcripts and summaries
• View streaming live feeds of daily news
As one of the top five most-cited television channels in Russia, TV RAIN provides a forum for those opposition leaders denied access to pro-government mass media. TV RAIN has managed to avoid censorship, offering independent views on current events in Russia and the world and covering sensitive political topics like Crimea, Donbass in East Ukraine, Islamic State and more.
Start your free trial to the TV RAIN Archive Database and access:
• Nearly 60,000 video programs
• Over 65,000 news segments
• Nearly 6,000 interviews
• Approximately 400 investigative reports
• Hundreds of photos
• And more

info@eastview.com | www.eastview.com
UKRAINIAN PUBLICATIONS
This database covers Ukraine’s progress along the reform path, the view and positions of various political forces, changes in legislation, ethnic relations, and organizational trends in development of the armed forces, and more. Read more: eastview.com/udb-ukr


PUBLICATIONS FROM LATVIA, LITHUANIA, ESTONIA, UKRAINE, MOLDOVA, AND BELARUS
A database of publications from six post-Soviet countries covering various issues of domestic and international importance. The most widely read Russian-language newspapers covering ethnic issues in Estonia and Lithuania are included. Read more: eastview.com/udb-eur


PERIODICALS OF CENTRAL ASIA AND THE CAUCASUS
Includes a number of authoritative periodicals published in the countries of Central Asia and the Caucasus. The sources are mostly in Russian and English and cover various issues of domestic and international importance, including news and data on state structure, politics, legislation, the judicial system, and indicators on all sectors of the economy and more. Read more: eastview.com/udb-cac


EBART
Ebart is a database of news sources from Serbia, offering streaming views of broadcast media with searchable full text and a databank of printed news media available in full text and discoverable by rich indexing. Research politics and events in Serbia, with Serbian-language content accessible via English or Serbian interfaces. Ebart is produced by Medijska Dokumentacija and is represented outside of Serbia by East View.

The newspaper archive comprises articles from the most influential and highest circulation newspapers in Serbia. The video archive presents primetime news broadcasts from 10 television stations from 2005 to date.


ARCANUM DIGITECA
An online collection of the most important publications from Hungary, including the Hungarian diaspora, from the late 18th century to present, including more than 400 journals on subjects such as history, literature, art, pedagogy, law, engineering and medicine, and nearly 5 million pages of content from 262 daily and weekly newspaper titles from the past 150 years. Read more: eastview.com/arcanum-digitheca

RUSSIAN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES PERIODICALS

An aggregated database of Russian journals on sociology, philosophy, history, economy, pedagogy, politology, and law. Many of the humanitarian periodicals are exclusive, published by the Russian Academy of Sciences. Read more: eastview.com/udb-edu


RUSSIAN ISLAMIC STUDIES

More than 10% of Russia’s population is Muslim, which makes Islam the second most widely professed religion in Russia. Access this large and influential community’s most important publications. Some titles are available exclusively from East View, including archives from 2004. Read more: eastview.com/udb-isl

Titles: 7 current newspaper and journal titles and 5 archived titles, from 2004 to present. Language: Russian, with some in Bashkir or Tatar. Format: Article-based PDF with searchable text. Platform: East View Universal Database, with English and Russian interfaces. Updates: Continuous.

RUSSIAN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE PERIODICALS

Online access to 20 Russian journals covering a wide range of issues on business law, banking and finance, economic theory in relation to current Russian economic environment, loopholes in current legislation, and more. Relevant for companies doing business in Russia and researchers of current Russian economic issues. Read more: eastview.com/udb-econ


RUSSIAN INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES PUBLICATIONS (INION)

Publications from the renowned Institute of Scientific Information for Social Sciences of the Russian Academy of Sciences (INION), a well-known center for research in social studies and humanities in Russia. Includes all periodical publications, reference indexes, bibliographies, and analytical reports, from 2018 on. Read more: eastview.com/udb-inion


“VYSHKA” JOURNALS (MOSCOW HIGHER SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS)

The Higher School of Economics is a preeminent economics and social sciences university in eastern Europe and Eurasia. Content covers economics, education, law, psychology, management, and more. Read more: eastview.com/udb-hse

NEW! RUSSIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS SOCIAL SCIENCES JOURNALS

This is a comprehensive compilation of over 75 scholarly journals published by university presses and academic institutions across Russia. The range of these institutions spans from the bustling centers of Moscow and St. Petersburg to the diverse regions of Krasnodar, Chita, Chelyabinsk, Saratov, Penza, Rostov-Don, Novosibirsk, Orel, Penza, and Yekaterinburg. Read more: eastview.com/udb-runi

Titles: 80 journals, from 2005 to present. Language: Russian, with some English content. Format: Full-text aggregated database with some full-image content. Platform: East View Universal Database, with English and Russian interfaces. Updates: Continuous

MOSCOW UNIVERSITY PRESS

Vestnik MGU, published by the most prominent academic institution in Russia, Moscow State University, offers 25 different topics on important areas of scientific knowledge ranging from mathematics and chemistry to economy, law and history. Two correlating journals are included: The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Biology and The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Geology. Read more: eastview.com/udb-mgu


ST. PETERSBURG UNIVERSITY PRESS

This collection offers online access to scholarly and scientific works published in the renowned Vestnik SpbU, a journal of science and theory that features educational and scientific literature on social and natural sciences, engineering and technology. Established in 1946, St. Petersburg University Press publishes innovative theoretical, experimental, and practical research, as well as reports on the achievements of the University’s research institutes and schools. Read more: eastview.com/udb-spu

RUSSIAN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH JOURNALS
A database of Russia’s leading medical and health periodicals covering public health, infectious diseases, general practice, pharmacology, pediatrics, nursing, skin diseases, etc. The core of the database is represented by journals of Meditsina, the most authoritative medical publisher in Russia, along with several other respectable medical publishers, such as Dinastia, Remedium, Russkii vrach and Velt. Read more: eastview.com/udb-med

Titles: 44 current journals and 26 archived journals, from 2000 to present. Language: Russian, with abstracts in English. Format: Some full text and some Article-based PDF with searchable text. Platform: East View Universal Database, with English and Russian interfaces. Updates: Continuous.

EAST VIEW PRESS PUBLICATIONS
Covering eight English-language journals published and/or available exclusively through East View Press, the publishing arm of East View Information Services. The database features content from Russia and China, covering international relations, economics, military affairs, culture, geography, the environment, social sciences and current affairs. Read more: eastview.com/udb-evp


RUSSIAN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCES JOURNALS
The first full-text online database of the most influential professional journals for librarians published mostly in the Russian language. The database includes publications from Russia and Ukraine. It addresses librarians, bibliographers, and information specialists. Read more: eastview.com/udb-lib


RUSSIAN NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
East View partnered with the Book Chamber of the Russian Federation to create this searchable electronic card catalog. Search for citations from books, newspapers, journals, dissertation abstracts, musical scores, even maps, with a single keystroke. Users can search in Cyrillic or transliteration to find relevant references. Effortlessly access more than five million Russian bibliographic citations in all disciplines from over 64,000 publishers by year, author, subject, title, or any keyword. Read more: eastview.com/udb-bib


KNIZHNAIA LETOPIS’ ARCHIVE
An archive of 859,550 book records from Knizhnaia letopis’ issues dated 1980–1997 may be added as a one-time purchase to an existing Universal Database of Russian National Bibliography subscription. Knizhnaia letopis’, renamed in 2015 to Knigi Rossii, is considered the most important resource to follow book publishing trends in the USSR and Russia.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
This database contains bibliographic information for all things printed in Ukraine, including citations from books, newspapers, journals, documentary materials, literary criticism and reviews, fine arts, sheet music, dissertations, and cartographic publications. Read more: eastview.com/udb-bib-ukr


RUSSIAN MILITARY AND SECURITY PERIODICALS
Database of military publications from across Russia. Extraordinarily broad range of military texts, including central military journals and regional military district newspapers. Read more: eastview.com/udb-mil


WORLD ARMS TRADE DATABASE
A comprehensive database on the growing global arms trade, created under the auspices of the Tsentr analiza mirovoi torgovli oruzhiem (TsAMTO) (Centre for Analysis of World Arms Trade) in Moscow, Russia. Read more: eastview.com/world-arms-trade-database

RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
This database primarily monitors the events in the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, including voting results, resolutions, legislative drafts, and agendas of legislative work. Includes texts of laws, presidential decrees, government resolutions, Constitutional Court decisions, and more. Read more: eastview.com/udb-gov


LEGISLATION OF THE CIS COUNTRIES
Providing a complete overview on all procedural laws governing the CIS, including legislation on interstate relations between CIS countries, plus legislation on the Eurasian Economic Community, custom union, and more. Information is sourced from a variety of resources, including national electronic databases, issuers of legal information, as well as legislative publications. Updated on a regular basis and in Russian, with a separate database available of select English-language content. Read more: eastview.com/legislation-cis-countries

KODEKS: RUSSIAN LEGISLATION
A major source for Russian legislation comprising hundreds of thousands of documents dating back to 1991 with legislative acts issued by approximately 200 executive, legislative, and judiciary bodies in Russia. Read more: eastview.com/kodeks

LABYRINTH
Labyrinth provides 25,000 biographies of Russian politicians, officials, and business people. Includes descriptions and guides to all federal government bodies, administrative units of the Russian Federation, major businesses, political organizations, and federal elections at all levels. Read more: eastview.com/labyrinth

ONLINE STANDALONE TITLES
East View offers a number of standalone titles, not found in any of our Universal Database packages. For a complete list of all standalone serials, download this file in Excel: eastview.com/eastview_udb-ind

Important titles from the region include:
- Novaja Gazeta. Europe: Established during the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, this publication presents the real situation in the war zone
- The Weekly of Vilnius: A daily analytical news digest in English of news from Lithuania. Covering Lithuanian politics, foreign affairs, economics and business environment, and societal development
- Central Asia and The Caucasus: An independent scholarly journal on socio-political developments in Central Asia and the Caucasus
- Archaeology, Ethnology & Anthropology of Eurasia: Scientific magazine based on materials of newest archeological digs in the region
- And many more

Please contact us at online@eastview.com if you want to check if titles you subscribe in print are available online.
From the 16th century onward, Great Britain established consulates wherever possible. There were British officials throughout the Balkans, Caucasus, and other areas of Eastern Europe, all in an effort to further trade relations. The by-product was a steady stream of written information and observations on the national heritage and political developments of many countries, made at a local level. These reports were preserved as historically authentic documents in facsimile, as well as numerous maps.

Document-level citations and rich indexing has immeasurably enhanced the value and discoverability of the content in this collection.

The material is particularly rich for the study of boundary formation, claims and disputes, allowing users to easily find unique insight in maps, government documents, and more.

Collection titles include:
- Albania and Kosovo: Political and Ethnic Boundaries 1867–1946
- Armenia: Political and Ethnic Boundaries 1878–1958
- Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia: Historical Boundaries 1815–1945
- Caucasian Boundaries: Documents and Maps 1802–1946
- Ethnic Minorities in the Balkan States 1860–1971
- Greece: Ethnicity and Sovereignty 1820–1994
- Montenegro: Political and Ethnic Boundaries 1840–1920
- Oil Resources in Eastern Europe and the Caucasus 1885–1978
- Proceedings of the Caucasian Archaeological Commission 1866–1904
- Soviet Union: Political Reports 1917–1970
- Yugoslavia: Political Diaries 1918–1965

Read more: eastview.com/archive-editions-online

Language: Primarily English. Format: E-books of scanned images, with some searchable files. Features: Online collections mirror the print editions; Unlimited institutional access; Optimized browsing by specific title or topic.
East View’s historical research collections come from many different sources: materials from the State Archives of the Kyiv Oblast, previously classified military documents, and more. All collections are available online, in full-image, text-searchable files, providing researchers with convenient access to rare, primary source materials. Read more: eastview.com/research-collections

THE CHERNOBYL COLLECTION: DOCUMENTS AND MAPS
Declassified documents makes fresh research into the causes and the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster not only possible but urgent allowing researchers, policy-makers, environmentalists and nuclear industry insiders unprecedented insight into the Ukrainian and Soviet decision-making process. The collection was updated with more than 70 high-resolution maps of the area using i3F technology for a detailed view of location.

CRIME
Offering an indispensable source for anyone studying crime and punishment in Russia. Collections include crime fighting research serials and special censuses on Russian inmates from 1970 to 1994. The collection is an essential source for researchers of Soviet society on the eve of the USSR’s disintegration in 1991.

DOSTOYEVSKY RESEARCH SERIES
Dostoevsky: Materialy i issledovania is a companion to the 30-volume Collected Works of Fyodor Dostoevsky. The series covers contemporary issues in Dostoevsky scholarship, letters addressed to the writer, materials and documents covering his biography, critical analysis of his works, bibliographic materials and surveys, and articles on the influence of Dostoevsky on Russian and foreign literature from the late 19th to the 20th century.

EARLY SOVIET CINEMA
A collection of 89 e-books originally published in print from 1928 to 1948, on everything related to the Golden Age of Soviet cinema, including the early years of the Russian film industry, cinema and communist education, the role of women in cinema, ideology of Soviet films, and much more. This collection includes works of renowned Russian and Soviet film directors, film scholars and film critics of the time, including Lev Kuleshov, Bela Balash, Rudolf Garms, Efraim Lemberg, Natan Zarkhi and others.

EAST VIEW PRESS E-BOOKS
East View offers a complete electronic collection of books produced over the last several decades by our publishing division, East View Press. This is a diverse compendium of materials from Russia, China, and beyond, all thoughtfully selected and carefully translated into English. This unique collection covers a wide array of fields ranging from politics to economics, military theory, cartography, social sciences, popular culture, and more.

ESSENTIAL RUSSIAN CLASSICS E-BOOKS
This collection of e-books is made up of core Russian literary classics: 6,000 titles by 300+ famous Russian authors, thinkers, and philosophers of the 19th to early 20th centuries. Access works of renowned Russian playwrights, poets, essayists, and historians, such as Chekhov, Pushkin, Lermentov, Mayakovsky, and many more.

JUDAICA DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
East View produces a variety of valuable collections for researchers and graduate level students in Judaic studies. Covering the period during the Russian Empire in 1857 to the Soviet era in 1929, the collection includes documentation from important historical events, such as Kyiv’s Bloody October of 1905 and the Beilis Case. Topics covered include: emigration from Ukraine, before and during the Soviet era; anti-Semitic groups, ethnic tension and resulting pogroms; Jewish societies and education programs; and more. Nearly 130,000 pages from the mid-19th and early 20th centuries covering a wide variety of Judaic studies topics is now available online.
RUSSIAN EMPIRE: MILITARY CONFLICTS AND WARS
The Russian military was heavily engaged in conflicts, uprisings, and wars across the vast expanse of the Russian Empire. The Russian Empire: Military Conflicts and Wars collection includes primary source materials covering an armed rebellion known as the Polish Uprising of 1830–1831, military campaigns on the Eastern Front during WWI, and a resistance movement of Poles, serving in the Polish Legions in Ukraine, who aspired to take land in western Ukraine and turn it over to Poland.

SOVIET ANTI-RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA
East View has digitized a collection of 275 e-books that are most emblematic of Soviet anti-religious fervor. They were published mainly in the 1920s and 1930s on a variety of atheist or anti-religious topics, with titles including Christianity versus Communism, Church versus Democracy, and The Trial of God.

SOVIET ERA MILITARY MATERIALS
The Soviet Era Military Materials Collection chronicles Soviet military force posture, combat operations, strategy, and tactics, including fascinating details on the Red Army, Navy, and legendary battles (Kursk, Northern Theater, Leningrad). Researchers will find new insights and rare documents on military campaigns waged by Soviet Armed Forces. Also available are documents on Russian combat operations, troop conditions, as well as Soviet wars with Japan and Finland in the 1930s, Soviet involvement in the Spanish Civil War, and a rare Warsaw Pact journal collection.

UKRAINIAN STUDIES
East View’s Ukrainian Studies research collections are primary source documents covering uprisings against the Russian Empire, the Prosvita Society (a pro-Ukrainian cultural organization), the Stolypin assassination, the short-lived government and secret police of Hetman Skoropadsky, and Ukraine under Nazi occupation, including guerilla activities during Nazi occupation.

UKRAINE BETWEEN THE WARS
Primarily concentrated between the years 1912 and 1929, the items in this collection illuminate the concerns of intellectuals and politicians during Ukrainians’ early attempts at statehood and initial experience of Sovietization. Many books, especially those depicting artwork, are richly illustrated in full color. Most of the materials were published in Ukraine, Russia and the Soviet Union, but a handful of books were printed in important centers of Ukrainian émigré life such as Canada, Germany, France, the U.K. and the U.S.

WORLD NEWS CONNECTION
The same source that researchers have turned to for unfiltered press dispatches, methodically translated into English by the US Government since 1995, is now available as an archive from East View. With content from over 500 news sources from 130 countries, the US Government discontinued daily updates for World News Connection (WNC) on December 31, 2013, so it is only available as an online archive. East View offers this resource (1995–2013) online.
East View’s Social Movements, Elections, Ephemera series offers the most comprehensive collection of election-related material to date from the countries of the former USSR, preserved for easy digital access. Representing a vast repository of primary source material from both presidential and parliamentary elections, as well as notable social movements, this series embodies a unique “first stop” for policy analysts and observers of electoral politics in the region. Resources in the series include party programs, propaganda materials, special newspaper editions, handbills, literature produced by political parties or candidates, and more. Read more: eastview.com/elections

Collections currently offered:

**NEW CONTENT Eastern European LGBTQ Collections**
- Materials documenting LGBTQ movements in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland, Serbia, and Slovenia
- Abkhazia: Parliamentary Election, 2017
- Azerbaijan: Presidential Election, 2018
- Kyrgyzstan: Parliamentary Election, 2015; Presidential Election, 2017; Parliamentary Election, 2020

**Moldova**
- Presidential Election, 2020

**Russia**
- Russia in Transition, 1990s*
- Soviet Coup Attempt, 1991*
- Referendum, April 1993*
- Constitutional Crisis, September 1993*
- State Duma Election, December 1993*
- State Duma Election, 1999*
- State Duma Election, 2007*
- Presidential Election, 2008*
- State Duma Election, 2011
- Presidential Election, 2012
- State Duma Election, 2016
- Presidential Election, 2018
- All-Russia Vote on the Constitution, 2020

**South Ossetia**
- Presidential Election, 2011–2012

**Tajikistan**
- Parliamentary Election, 2015
- Presidential Election, 2020

**Ukraine**
- Crimea Elections, 1994
- Parliamentary Election, 2012
- Parliamentary Election, 2014
- Presidential Election, 2014
- Presidential Election, 2019
- Parliamentary Election, 2019

Now Available **East View Essentials: Election Ephemera**
Curated collections of election materials, grouped by country or region, available at a single discounted price. Packages include Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia; Belarus and Moldova; Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan; Russia; and Ukraine. Learn more at eastview.com/essentials-elections

* These collections are now available online through an innovative partnership with University of Michigan to digitize and publish their holdings of ephemera from early years after fall of the Soviet Union. Go to page 23 to find out more about East View’s Digitization Services.
East View delivers the most comprehensive collection of censuses from Russia and other post-Soviet states, including the first and last census of the Russian Empire in 1897, the first Ukraine population census of 2001, the regional census of Crimea in 2001, the first census of the Russian Federation in 2002, and the most recent Russian census of 2010.

**EAST VIEW GLOBAL CENSUS ARCHIVE**

The East View Global Census Archive® (GCA) is an innovative program to collect official data and publications issued by the national census authorities of more than 175 countries, from the early 19th century to the present day. For this region, GCA offers a robust collection of census data, including:

- Official census publications for numerous countries, with coverage ranging from 1897 to present
- All-Russian Population Census 2002
- All-Russian Population Census 2010, GIS and publications
- Ukrainian Census 2001
- Crimea Regional (rayon-level) Census 2001
- Crimea Demography and Economy 2009
- Estonia 2011 Census, GIS Edition
- Latvia 2011 Census, GIS Edition
- Lithuania 2011 Census, GIS Edition

GCA contains all available primary source and official census publications associated with a given census. Users can browse historical publications as full-image, full-text e-books, download tabular data in Excel format (for born-digital publications), and download GIS data (e.g., shape files of administrative boundaries) – all from a unified discovery interface. Learn more at eastview.com/gca

**STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS FROM RUSSIA AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES**

Designed to optimize searching and browsing of statistical data, the database contains data from the State Committee of the Russian Federation on Statistics and the Interstate Statistical Committee of the Commonwealth of Independent States. Read more: eastview.com/udb-stat-rus


**STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS FROM UKRAINE**

Contains the most comprehensive statistical data on key economic, social, and environmental trends and developments in Ukraine. Published by the State Statistical Services of Ukraine, these publications provide the latest and most up-to-date data on Ukraine’s domestic and foreign trade, macro-economic sectors, labor and employment, foreign investment, the development of communications and transportation infrastructures, demographic trends, household economic performance, etc. Read more: eastview.com/udb-stat-ukr


**LANDSCAN GLOBAL POPULATION DATABASE**

LandScan is a global population database showing geographical distribution of population at one-kilometer resolution over an average 24-hour period. As the industry standard for global population distribution, LandScan is a useful application in research, educational, humanitarian, and corporate settings. Read more: eastview.com/landscan
East View Press Books

East View Press is the journal and book publishing division of East View Information Services. East View Press selectively identifies, re-formats, translates and publishes authoritative source materials concerning the geographic area of Russia, the post-Soviet space, and China on topics of international and public policy questions. East View Press adds special value to make them available to a global audience. More titles may be found at: eastviewpress.com

Books for Slavic Studies

COMING SOON! PUBLIC PROTECTION OR REPRESSION?
RUSSIA’S ANTI-EXTREMISM LAW ENFORCEMENT
In this new book, research by the SOVA Center for Information and Analysis on Russia’s evolving anti-extremism laws presents evidence that, far from safeguarding citizens from hate crimes, this legislation harbors a not-so-hidden agenda: silencing dissent.

BLACK GARDEN AFLAME: THE NAGORNO-KARABAKH CONFLICT IN THE SOVIET AND RUSSIAN PRESS
Pulled from a vast repository of Russian-language press curated by East View and carefully translated into English on the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict through the lens of Moscow, along with some insight into its complex historical, political and ethnic underpinnings.

RUSSIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
A collection of articles and essays paints an intriguing portrait of Russia’s Middle East vision and how it has developed over the last two decades. Carefully selected by Fyodor Lukyanov, editor-in-chief of the acclaimed journal Russia in Global Affairs, many pieces are by officials who had a direct part in crafting Russian policy in this dynamic region: from the late Yevgeny Primakov; to longtime Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, UN adviser Vladimir Orlov, and Energy Minister Aleksandr Novak.

RUSSIANS ON TRUMP: PRESS COVERAGE AND COMMENTARY
No relationship has been reported on or analyzed as much as the one between the US’s 45th president and its former cold war rival. Now Russians on Trump gives you the perspective of the Russians themselves. News, analysis and commentary about Trump, drawn directly from the Russian press – before 2016, during the election campaign, and after his surprise win – fill crucial gaps in the knowledge of what the Trump-Russia relationship means to both sides.

WAR IN SYRIA
Fills a unique niche in political and military studies by presenting key events in the Syrian civil war – the deadliest conflict of the last 15 years – from a perspective that differs markedly from Western reportage.

ELITE WARRIORS
The Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies (CAST), a Moscow-based think tank focused on military and security issues, present a collection of essays by leading military and security analysts. This book offers a detailed assessment of the organization and capabilities of a selection of special operations forces from around the world.

BROTHERS ARMED: MILITARY ASPECTS OF THE CRISIS IN UKRAINE (SECOND EDITION)
Provides military context for and unprecedented detail about the strategic confrontation between Russia and Ukraine leading to the annexation of Crimea and outbreak of conflict in eastern Ukraine, bringing greater balance and detail, more candor and increased objectivity to a subject fraught with confusion, misunderstanding, and historical animosities.

TERRAIN ANALYSIS OF UKRAINE
This unique publication delivers a descriptive and visual geographic knowledge base of Ukraine’s population, roads, topography and soils, hydrology, vegetation and climate. Published in English for the first time, and supplemented with hundreds of full-color topographic and soil maps, this publication makes an abundance of detailed local geographic data accessible to a global audience.

STRATEGY
A translation of the second edition of Aleksandr Svechin’s seminal work, Strategy. Svechin (1878–1938) was an outstanding Russian military theoretician and widely recognized as the “Soviet Clausewitz.” This book, strongly influenced by the writings and analyses of the contemporary and classic European figures of Svechin’s day, represents his concept of the best approach to national security for the Soviet state.

АРХИВ ВНЕШНЕЙ ПОЛИТИКИ РОССИЙСКОЙ ИМПЕРИИ
A guidebook to the archives of tsarist Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Opens the files on the documents, letters and communiqués driving Russia’s foreign policy from the late 16th century through 1917. A reference to over 500,000 documents in about 400 record groups, primarily encompassing the years 1720 to 1917, with some documents dating from 1537. In Russian.
Scholarly Journals in English

East View Press journals focus on the regions of Russia and the CIS, East Asia and the Asia Pacific, and cover a broad range of topics including politics, foreign relations, economics, military affairs, history, literature, culture, and archaeology. Read more: eastviewpress.com.

THE CURRENT DIGEST OF THE RUSSIAN PRESS: A WEEKLY SELECTION OF TRANSLATED ARTICLES FROM MAJOR RUSSIAN NEWSPAPERS

Published since 1949, this leading publication in the field of Soviet/Russian area studies presents a weekly selection of Russian-language press materials, carefully translated into English. Intended for use in teaching and research, the translations are thus presented as documentary materials without elaboration or commentary, and state the opinions and views of the original authors, not the publishers of the journal. Published weekly; ISSN 2159-3612 (print), ISSN 2159-3639 (online). For access to content from 1949, East View also offers The Current Digest of the Russian Press Digital Archive (see page 4).

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS: A RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF WORLD POLITICS, DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Offering unique, first-hand analysis of major foreign policy and security issues facing Russia and other former Soviet republics, this internationally renowned journal is the English translation of the Russian-language journal Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn (www.interaffairs.ru), published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation. The editorial board of this journal is traditionally headed by the minister himself, while the journal’s contributors are primarily experienced, high-ranking diplomats. Published bimonthly; ISSN 0130-9641 (print), ISSN 1938-2588 (online). For access to content from 1954, East View also offers the International Affairs digital archive (see page 6).

SOCIAL SCIENCES: A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Social Sciences presents the most prominent papers and studies appearing in the Russian Academy of Sciences Presidium journal Social Sciences and the Contemporary World on Russia’s social and economic development, covering philosophy, history, economics, politics, sociology, law, philology, psychology, ethnography, archeology, literature, and culture. Published quarterly; ISSN 0134-5486 (print), ISSN 1938-2553 (online). For access to content from 1970 East View also offers the Social Sciences digital archive (see page 8).

MILITARY THOUGHT: A RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF MILITARY THEORY AND STRATEGY

The elite military journal known in Russia as Voennaia mysl’ was founded in 1918 and was classified for nearly 70 years. Since 1990, East View has published the English translation of this journal as Military Thought. As an organ of the Russian Defense Ministry, the journal’s contributors are top military personnel and leading lecturers from Russian military universities and colleges. Military Thought publishes studies on the experience of modern war (especially local wars and armed conflicts), with special attention paid to the moral and psychological training of military personnel and the education and legal support of the Russian military establishment. Published quarterly; ISSN 0869-5936 (print), ISSN 1938-257X (online). For access to historical content from 1990, East View also offers the Military Thought digital archive (see page 7).

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS: A RUSSIAN JOURNAL ON CHINA, JAPAN, AND ASIA-PACIFIC REGION

Far Eastern Affairs is a quarterly peer-reviewed journal of the Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute for China and Contemporary Asia (formerly known as the Institute for Far Eastern Studies). The journal presents Russian approaches toward China, Japan, and other emerging powerhouses of the Asian/Pacific rim. Published quarterly; ISSN 0206-149X (print), ISSN 1947-2641 (online). For access to historical content from 1974, East View also offers the Far Eastern Affairs digital archive (see page 6).
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
Looking for a reliable supplier for periodicals in print or online? East View fulfills thousands of subscriptions to periodicals from across Eurasia for government, academic, and special libraries in all formats. Great selection, acclaimed service, prompt dispatch, and guaranteed delivery are East View hallmarks. Subscribe safely and securely from our shop.eastview.com.

Our network of representatives allows us to offer the largest selection of periodicals, including many hard-to-find titles available nowhere else.

Claims are honored promptly and without charge for any publication under subscription with East View. Replacement issue(s) are provided up to one year following the date of publication; back issues are available at affordable prices to fill collection gaps.

For additional information, please contact us at periodicals@eastview.com.

PERIODICAL BINDING SERVICE
East View offers libraries quality periodical binding services as a value-added option with any of your print subscriptions.

The customization offered through our binding services includes presentation of the title, volume, issues, and call number per library specifications, choice of cover material and color, as well as optional security strips. Pricing depends on periodicity, please inquire for details.
SHOP FOR BOOKS SAFELY AND SECURELY

Our reliable and extensive acquisition network is capable of satisfying the most sophisticated (as well as simple) information needs. With our commitment to customer service, it is how we have become the leading exporter of professional and scientific book publications from Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, and countries of the Baltics, Central Asia, Caucasus, Eastern Europe, East Asia including China, Japan, South Korea, and more to organizations around the world.

Whether one book or multiple copies, customers can buy from our safe and secure website at shop.eastview.com or contact us at books@eastview.com to set up a service program for your organization.

APPROVAL PLANS (PRINT BOOKS, E-BOOKS)

With many years of experience in serving academic libraries with print and digital materials, East View delivers the books needed for your research.

Our experienced book selectors are highly trained librarians and subject specialists with native knowledge. We help your library choose from a range of subject areas: science, literature, linguistics, geography, history, and more. We also supply art books, atlases, maps, and more on approval.

We recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and services. Publications that fall within the profile and designated budget are made accessible at intervals determined by the library. Your institution receives discounts based upon the size of the approval plan.

Brief MARC records and EDI invoicing are provided free of charge to approval plan customers, upon request.

E-BOOKS

Researchers now have access to e-books on dozens of topics from premier scholarly publishers. East View offers a growing list of e-books from Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. E-books may be supplied through an approval plan program or as firm orders.

For more information, visit: eastview.com/slavic-ebooks

E-BOOK COLLECTIONS

See pages 15-16 for descriptions of these e-book collections offered by East View:

- Demography and Economy Series
- Dostoyevsky Research Series
- Early Soviet Cinema
- Essential Russian Classics
- Soviet Anti-Religious Propaganda
- Soviet Military History Collection
- Ukraine Between the Wars

View our list of publishers who currently have e-books on East View’s e-book platform:

eastview.com/eastview_active-e-book-publishers
Technical Services and Digitization for Libraries

SHELF-READY BOOK PROGRAM
Libraries can now get their materials to users faster while also reducing technical services costs with East View’s full shelf-ready program, which includes the provision of full MARC records and in-house physical processing.

Our in-house physical processing services include:
• Barcodes
• Spine label(s) and protector
• Library stamp(s)
• Security devices including RFID
• Dust jacket protection
• And more

CATALOGING SERVICES
At this time, we can provide full MARC records for books, atlases, and DVDs in the following languages:
• Belarussian, Ukrainian, Russian
• Albanian, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Slovak
• Bosnian, Croatian, Macedonian, Montenegrin, Serbian, Slovenian
• Moldavian, Romanian
• Hungarian
• Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian
• Chinese
• Japanese
• Mongolian
• Hebrew
• English

We are working on expanding our language options for technical services in the future.

Our full MARC records are RDA compliant and include LC Call numbers and LCSH subject headings, Dewey (on request) as well as 9XX fields according to your unique requirements.

East View also cooperates with OCLC 3d Party Cataloging Partners program and WCP (WorldCat Cataloging Partners) program. If the library has already committed to another cataloging service, East View will coordinate shipping arrangements as needed.

ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE (EDI)
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) compatible with Voyager™ and other Integrated Library Systems is available at no cost for POs and invoicing.

DIGITIZATION SERVICES
It’s in the DNA of libraries to provide their researchers with the best and most extensive access to information, but the nature of print or microform collections limits access to researchers unable to visit the library during open hours.

Digitizing these unique collections helps libraries connect those resources with their researchers and researchers to your resources.

Partner with East View to convert materials currently in hard-to-use (microform) or deteriorating physical formats into digital resources accessible from any authenticated location 24/7.

We offer a full range of services for digital conversion and hosting, including:
• Digitization and OCRing
• Sourcing materials to complete collections
• Custom metadata creation
• Rights diligence
• Project management
• Development of Open Access or Hybrid Open Access products
• Archival preservation

HOSTING FOR LONG-TERM ONLINE ACCESS
When you work with East View to digitize your collections you are getting so much more than just scanning services. We can handle the entire digitization, conversion and hosting process, consulting with you every step of the way to make sure the end product is customized to suit the exact needs of your collection.

Have a collection with both simplified and Traditional Chinese characters? Working with Church Slavonic? East View has the expertise to create the best solution for your needs.

East View has over 30 years’ experience working with area studies materials. We understand the challenges that come with working with non-Roman scripts, we know which platforms work best for different languages, and we can help you navigate the options to create a resource that meets your goals for scholarship and your collection. This is expertise that not many other outfits can match.

Contact us at info@eastview.com to get started with a free consultation or learn more: eastview.com/digitization-services.
About East View

For over 30 years, East View has been providing high-quality information products and services in foreign languages and in English to a wide array of academic, commercial, and government customers throughout the world.

We started out small, back when the Cold War was ending and real and figurative walls were crumbling down. The secret military publication Military Thought was newly declassified, and we sought ways to make it generally available to the world. We obtained the rights and started down the path of becoming a provider of Slavic resources.

Thus East View was born, providing a glimpse of happenings in the East for those in the West.

As the USSR continued to disintegrate, East View became a reliable source for all things Russian for governments, international companies, librarians, researchers, and analysts.

We strive to become your supplier of choice by offering more choices from Eastern Europe than any other company. Our suite of offerings include books from far flung regions, periodicals in print or online, research collections in any format, Universal Database online collections, and more. We also collaborate with other organizations to create resources like the Imperial Russian Newspapers Open Access collection, made possible thanks to the active support of the National Library of Russia and through the generous support of the Center for Research Libraries and its member institutions.

Whether you seek best-sellers from Moscow, the latest census data from Kazakhstan, fine arts content from Prague, or legal information from Russia, East View already has it or can procure it. East View is committed to sourcing uncommon information from extraordinary places. Our Slavic offerings continue traditions started over three decades ago.

We look forward to serving you.

Contacts

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS
East View Information Services, Inc.
10601 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55305 USA
Tel.: +1.952.252.1201
N. America Toll-free: (800) 477-1005
Fax: +1.952.252.1202
Email: General inquiries: info@eastview.com
facebook.com/EastViewCompanies
twitter.com/EastViewPeeps

CHINA
Centre for Development of Contemporary Economic Information and Culture (CINFO)
Website: http://www.cinfo.net.cn

JAPAN
Pacific Vision Corp. (PVC), Tokyo
Tel.: 03-6222-8757
E-mail: evis_info@pvc.jp